
Homework Helper Week 5: 
MONDAY 

1) Sentence: Millions of Koalas once lived in Australia. 
Read the sentence. (wait) Who or what is the sentence about? (millions) 

So that makes millions the subject. All subjects are… (nouns). Label it N 
for noun. What are the millions doing? (lived) Lived is the action part. 

That makes is the… (verb). Label it V for verb. When did they live? 

(once) Since it is describing the verb, it is an… (adverb). Label it ADV for 

adverb. In is a… (preposition). Label it P for preposition. In what? 

(Australia). It’s the object of the preposition which makes it a… (noun). 

Label it N for noun. Of is a…(preposition). Label it P for preposition. Of 

what? (Koalas) It’s the object which makes it a…(noun). Label it N for 
noun. 
 **If your child does not answer correctly, give them the answer 
tonight. 
2) Read the sentence. (wait) Which word in the sentence is showing 
ownership? (koalas*) So where should we put the apostrophe? (after the 
s in koalas**) 
 *INCORRECT: Who’s diet is the sentence about? (koalas) 
 **INCORRECT: Is there more than one koala? (yes, it says many) 
Then we put the apostrophe at the end so koalas stays plural) 
3) Read the sentence. Where do you think the comma goes? (after 
number*) 
 *INCORRECT: This is a compound sentence. In compound 
sentences, we put the comma before the FANBOYS conjunction. Do you 
see a FANBOYS conjunction in the sentence? (yes, yet) If still incorrect, 
remind the of the conjunctions: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so. Put the 
comma before yet. 
4) Write a word that means the same as large. (wait) Write a 
word that means the opposite of large. 
5) Use lesson 3 in the word study section of the binder for help. 
6) Read the sentence and think about where there should be a pause. 
(wait) Where do you think the comma should go? (after sadly) If they 
answer incorrectly, you read the sentence and pause after sadly then 
ask: where did you hear me pause? (after sadly) 

7) Read: A conjunction is a word that connects two… Ask: what does a 
conjunction do? (connect words or sentences) If they answer incorrectly 
give them the answer. 



TUESDAY: 
1) What is the tense of will catch? (future*) What tense is caught? 
(past**) What tense is catches? (present***) 
 *INCORRECT: Tomorrow, he will catch the ball. When is that 
happening? (future) 
 **INCORRECT: Yesterday, he caught the ball. When is that 
happening? (past) 
 ***INCORRECT: Today, he catches the ball. When is that 
happening? (present) 
2) What kind of koalas? (accept reasonable answers) 
3) Read the sentence. (wait) Is the sentence one complete thought or 
more than one? (one*) Great, then it’s simple. 
 *INCORRECT: What are the complete thoughts? (they should not be 
able to tell you more than one complete thought. If they try, remind them 
that whatever they said is NOT a complete thought.) 
4) Read the sentence. (wait) Is this a simile or metaphor? (metaphor*) 
 *INCORRECT: Does the sentence use like or as? (no) Then it can’t 
be a simile. 
5) Use lesson 3 in the word study section of the binder for help. 
6) Read the sentence and think about where there should be a pause. 
(wait) Where do you think the comma should go? (after hand) If they 
answer incorrectly, you read the sentence and pause after hand then 
ask: where did you hear me pause? (after hand) 
7) Read the sentence. (wait) What is the conjunction connecting in the 
sentence? (two sentences) If they answer incorrectly, ask: Is it 
connecting two sentences or just two words? (two sentences)


